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What is the best housebreaking method? 

Many people have gotten puppies, and now the hard work begins in training them.  The best 

way to train a puppy is to first decide whether you want the puppy to go to the bathroom 

outdoors or on puppy pads.  It is harder to train a puppy to both, so it is better to choose 

initially what you prefer.   

Puppies should be taken to the spot you want them to eliminate (outdoors or puppy pad) very 

frequently – every hour when they are awake and playing and every 3-4 hours if they are in a 

crate.  Also, about 20 minutes after eating puppies should go outside.  Once they use the 

bathroom, they should be rewarded immediately with a treat and praise.  The reward needs to 

be within seconds of finishing eliminating.  The puppy will only associate the treat with 

whatever he did immediately before getting the treat.  So if you wait for him to urinate, then 

call him to you, then give a treat; the puppy learns that coming when called gets him a treat.  

He does not realize it is associated with urinating outdoors.  So be sure to be standing right next 

to the puppy and give the treat immediately when he finishes urinating/defecating.   

When a puppy urinates or defecates indoors, your reaction should depend on whether you 

caught him in the act.  If you find the urine or feces later, you should do nothing to the puppy.  

Rubbing his nose in it or yelling at him will not help as he will not associate the urinating with 

the punishment.  If you catch him in the act, do something to startle him (such as saying “NO” 

loudly or clapping your hands), then pick him up and carry him outside.  If he finishes urinating 

outdoors, then reward him.   

There are a couple common pitfalls to housebreaking.  One is submissive urination, when 

puppies urinate when being petted, greeted enthusiastically, or being scolded.  In these cases, 

never punish the puppy.  Simply tone down the greeting.  This is a form of incontinence that 

pups usually outgrow.  It will become much worse if you do any form of punishment or scolding 

the puppy for it.  The other common pitfall is when there is a medical problem such as a urinary 

tract infection – so if your puppy seems hard to housebreak, ask your vet for advice and a urine 

test. 
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Sadie and Puppies 

Sadie is a Treeing Walker Hound.  She was found as a stray with thirteen puppies!  The puppies 

are most likely mixed, though we are not sure what they are mixed with.  They have been 

handled since they were a week old and they are used to kids.  Sadie was picked up by Oconee 

County Animal Control but they were not able to keep her and the puppies at the shelter due to 

not having enough room to raise puppies.  So we at Crossroads Animal Hospital took her and 

her babies into our adoption program.  She is an extremely sweet dog who is great with other 

dogs, great with kids (even with young puppies, she is fine with kids playing with her and her 

puppies), and she seems good with cats (she has had just a little exposure to cats at her foster 

home and she ignored them).  Sadie’s puppies were born around Thanksgiving, so they are now 

about weaning age and all need loving homes.  There are updated photos on petfinder.com.  

We provide the spay/neuter surgery as well as up to date vaccines as part of the adoption.    

                                  


